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) 
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of Receivables with Consolidated Billing  ) 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
REPLY BRIEF OF THE  

STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 

 
       

The Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and through its 

counsel, and pursuant to Section 200.800 of the Illinois Commerce Commission’s 

(“Commission” or “ICC”) Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.800), respectfully 

submits its Reply Brief in the above-captioned matter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

On September 5, 2012, Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas 

Company (“Nicor” or the “Company”) filed a new tariff Rider 17, which was a Purchase 

of Receivables with Consolidated Billing.  On October 17, 2012, the Commission 

suspended Rider 17 pending investigation and a Commission decision.  On January 24, 

2013, the Commission re-suspended Rider 17.   

The following parties petitioned for, and were granted, leave to intervene in this 

proceeding: Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”); Interstate Gas Supply Of 

Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”); Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”); the Illinois Attorney General on 

Behalf of the People of Illinois (“AG”); and the Illinois Competitive Energy Association 
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(“ICEA”).  On December 12, 2012, the Company filed direct testimony in support of the 

Rider 17 tariff.  On March 1, 2013, Staff, CUB/AG, and RESA/IGS filed direct testimony.  

On March 25, 2013, the Company filed rebuttal testimony.  On April 23, 2013, Staff, 

CUB/AG, and RESA/IGS filed rebuttal testimony.  On April 30, 2013, the Company filed 

surrebuttal testimony.  An evidentiary hearing was held on May 6, 2013. On May 17, 

2013, Staff,1 CUB,2

Staff anticipated many of the arguments presented in the Parties’ IBs.  Staff will 

not rehash every argument that it has already sufficiently addressed in the Staff IB.  

However, if Staff does not address an argument contained in another party’s IB, this 

should not be seen as a Staff concession on the issue but rather that Staff continues to 

stand on the prior positions articulated in its IB and testimony.  

 RESA, and Nicor filed their respective Initial Briefs (“IB”). 

II. DISCUSSION 
 

A. Reply to Nicor and IGS-RESA 
 

1. The Appropriate Standard  
 
Staff argues that in order for Rider 17 to be just and reasonable, one must first 

determine that benefits are greater than costs from the customers’ perspective, and 

hence whether customers are likely to be better off.  If customers are likely to be worse 

off, then the expenditures are inherently imprudent.  In other words, the Nicor customers 

are already being provided with “rates” that the Commission has deemed just and 

reasonable.  Rider 17 proposes to restructure the current rate structure for at least 

                                            
1  Staff filed a Revised Initial Brief on May 20, 2013, which included in an Appendix Staff’s 
suggested tariff language. 
2  CUB filed an errata to a Corrected Initial Brief on May 20, 2013, and Staff will refer to the 
Corrected IB of CUB throughout. 
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some of Nicor’s customers.  Section 9-201 of the PUA puts the burden of proof squarely 

upon Nicor’s shoulders.  Section 9-201(c) provides, in relevant part, that: 

If the Commission enters upon a hearing concerning the propriety 
of any proposed rate or other charge, classification, contract, 
practice, rule or regulation, the Commission shall establish the 
rates or other charges, classifications, contracts, practices, rules or 
regulations proposed, in whole or in part, or others in lieu thereof, 
which it shall find to be just and reasonable. In such hearing, the 
burden of proof to establish the justness and reasonableness of the 
proposed rates or other charges, classifications, contracts, 
practices, rules or regulations, in whole and in part, shall be upon 
the utility. 
 
220 ILCS 5/9-201(c) (emphasis added). 
 

In Staff’s view, it is fundamentally sound public policy to prevent customers from 

being worse off.  That is, the Commission should conclude that Rider 17 is not just and 

reasonable, because Nicor failed to carry its burden of demonstrating that benefits to 

customers are greater than the costs. Staff IB, pp. 4-9.   In fact, since Nicor has 

presented no evidence those customers are likely to be better off under Rider 17, the 

Commission has little choice but to reject Rider 17 as unjust and unreasonable.  See 

e.g., Citizens Utility Board v. Illinois Commerce Comm'n, 658 N.E.2d 1194 (1st Dist. 

1995) (“Where the utility has presented no evidence concerning the impact of rate 

restructuring on ratepayers, it has not met its burden of proving the restructuring just 

and reasonable for those ratepayers.”). 

Nicor3

                                            
3  IGS-RESA also makes this argument. IGS-RESA IB at 12-16. 

, on the other hand, argues that Rider 17 only needs to be declared “just 

and reasonable” to be approved by the Commission.  However, it is not clear what 

makes the PORCB service and Rider 17 just and reasonable if there are no net benefits 

https://a.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1995225465&pubNum=578&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)�
https://a.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1995225465&pubNum=578&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)�
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to consumers.  Nicor IB, at 8-9.  In fact, Nicor sets up a red herring argument.  Staff’s 

position is not that rates do not need to be just and reasonable; it is instead that in order 

for Rider 17 to be just and reasonable Nicor must carry its burden of proof by presenting 

sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the benefits to customers outweigh the costs of 

Rider 17.    

2. There Is No Record Evidence That Rider 17 Is In The Public 
Interest 

IGS-RESA’s IB does not offer any empirical evidence that PORCB lowers prices.  

It does spin a tale of competitive markets that may be theoretically valid but has little 

empirical content.  It provides percentages of eligible customers that take transportation 

service, but it does not indicate whether or how much money customers actually save.  

For example, the brief has a section entitled “Rider 17 would provide benefits to 

customers.”  Yet, it does not indicate or estimate the savings that those customers 

would receive.  IGS-RESA, at 7-9. 

IGS-RESA’s IB also includes a section claiming that participating AGSs benefit 

from Rider 17.  Id., at 4-6.  Staff considers this a moot point, since the Commission 

should not care whether unregulated AGSs are better or worse off from a voluntary 

PORCB program.  The effects on unregulated AGSs are relevant only to the extent that 

AGS are likely to pass those benefits and costs on to customers.  As noted above, in 

another section of its IB, IGS-RESA offers its arguments for how the benefits conferred 

on AGSs are transferred on to retail customers.  In sum, it argues in its brief that a 

robust competitive market, enabled by Rider 17, will force AGSs to lower their prices.  

The lower prices, in IGS-RESA’s view, are possible because Rider 17 lowers AGSs 

costs.  In Staff’s IB, it was pointed out that this story is a self-fulfilling prophecy:  If one 
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assumes that Rider 17 makes the market more competitive and lowers costs, and one 

assumes that the market is competitive, the lower costs result in lower retail prices. 

However, there is nothing to support those initial assumptions.  As noted above, there is 

no empirical evidence for whether or how much AGS debt related costs are lowered.  

And the extent of the market’s competitiveness is not empirically analyzed.  Staff IB, at 

9.  

The IGS-RESA IB further argues that it is impossible to analyze these issues. 

IGS-RESA, at 13, 16.  This defies common sense.  The IGS-RESA IB provides several 

POR program examples in several states.  It is unclear why there is no data to examine.  

The question usually revolves around how reliable and exact are the conclusions that 

the data permit.  Certainly, no empirical information about PORCB’s effect on retail gas 

prices is in the record.  Staff IB, at 8-9.   

The comparison to Illinois electric utility experience with POR programs is 

entirely inappropriate.  The main driver for mass movements to RES service was 

municipal aggregation, not POR, as is ably pointed out by the CUB-AG IB (at 17-18).    

IGS-RESA also address Staff witness Dr. Rearden’s testimony when it pointed 

out that at this time, there is not a downward trend in the percentage of customers 

taking service from AGSs. IGS-RESA IB, at 18-20. IGS-RESA misinterprets4

                                            
4  IGS-RESA also vaguely attributes an impression to Dr. Rearden that he never held.  See IGS-

RESA IB at 13, footnote 5.  It begins with a double caveat, that states “To some extent, Dr. 
Rearden may have been under the impression that …[.]”  This statement is meaningless.  It is 
akin to saying, “to some extent, IGS-RESA appears to have the impression that the earth is flat.”  
In either case, what follows the double caveat is sure to be misleading or incorrect, since 
otherwise, there would be no need for the double caveat. 

 Dr. 

Rearden’s testimony, which asked “Is there a downward trend in customer numbers in 

Nicor’s small volume transportation service?”  Staff Ex, 5.0 at 1.  His testimony did not 
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state that there has never been a downward trend in customer numbers.  Nevertheless, 

IGS-RESA did note that the trend hasn’t always been up.  Staff acknowledges that 

customer percentages fluctuate.  In fact, it would be extremely surprising for a 

program’s customer numbers not to fluctuate over time as gas prices and other factors 

vary over time.  Of course, the point is that Customer Select is not doomed to 

automatically dwindle away due the lack of a PORCB.  Id., at 2. 

In sum, the IGS-RESA support for Rider 17 fails to help Nicor carry its burden of 

proof that this rider would be of overall benefit to customers and thus just and 

reasonable.   

3. The Commission Should Not Approve The Recovery of 
Intangible Costs 

Nicor continues to expound that it will not agree to “any revisions that 

compromise the Company’s ability to obtain full cost recovery” under Rider 17. Nicor IB 

at 10.  Staff fails to comprehend how eliminating recovery of intangible costs though 

Rider 17 prevents Nicor from “full cost recovery.”  If intangible costs are truly 

“unquantifiable,” as Nicor argues, then it is impossible to determine if those “costs” are 

fully recovered, under-recovered, or over-recovered.  Therefore removing the provision 

for intangible cost recovery from the tariff language and mechanism does nothing to 

prevent Nicor from full cost recovery. 

Nicor, in its IB, attempts to justify the recovery of intangible costs as a 

“reasonable level of compensation necessary to recover other costs associated with the 

PORCB program and provide incentive for Nicor Gas to agree to participate in such a 

program.”  Id. at 16.  The fact that Nicor characterizes intangible cost recovery as 

“necessary compensation” and “incentive” is very telling.  Since the Company describes 
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Rider 17 as providing “a mechanism . . . to recover its costs to provide [PORCB]  

service” (Id. at 1) it is unclear why additional compensation or incentives are necessary 

under the tariff. 

Nicor defends the inclusion of an intangible cost recovery factor in Rider 17 as 

part of the “risk/reward structure” of the stipulation agreement with IGS-RESA.  In other 

words, if not enough AGSs participate, Nicor may find itself under-recovering its costs. 

Due to the program’s voluntary nature, it has no other recourse for funding any shortfall.  

Thus, intangible cost recovery “represents a reasonable level of compensation,” 

according to Nicor.  Nicor IB, at 16.  Further, it asserts that PORCB is a “non-utility” 

service, so that below the line treatment is appropriate.  Id. 

Both of these claims are incorrect.  It is a utility service, since it would be part of 

the utility’s tariffs and collect and impose costs paid by retail customers.  The tariff 

needs to be approved and regulated by the Commission.  Nowhere in the record is it 

established that additional, below the line cost recovery is required for just Rider 17.  

Staff IB, at 10-11.  Finally, as Staff pointed out in its IB (at 13), only known and 

measureable costs can be recovered.  Intangible costs are inherently unknown and 

unmeasurable.  

4. Support for the 1.5% Discount Factor 

Like the recovery of intangible costs, Nicor claims that the “evidence” supports 

the discount factor component.  Yet the record reveals no such thing.  In fact, no 

“evidence” of reasonableness of the 1.5% Discount Factor was provided for the record.  

Moreover, Nicor acknowledges that the Commission “cannot speculate on the factors 

considered by RESA and IGS in their determination of the reasonableness of the 1.5% 
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Discount Factor.”  Nicor IB at 15.  Again, Nicor simply failed to carry its burden of 

demonstrating that the 1.5% Discount Factor of Rider 17 is just and reasonable.   

5. Consistency With Other Illinois PORCB Tariffs 

The Company recommends that the Commission should reject Staff’s proposed 

changes, including the definitional changes to AOCs, CRCs, and the Discount Factor to 

the tariff language, since the Nicor proposal “insures (sic) that customers who continue 

to purchase their natural gas supplies at Nicor Gas’ regulated monthly Rider 6 – Gas 

Supply Cost prices will not be charged with the unregulated uncollectible costs from 

AGS.”  NICOR IB at 13.  Nonetheless, Staff’s proposed changes, especially the 

definitional changes, provide consistency in the PORCB tariff language already 

approved for Ameren and ComEd electric jurisdictions.  Nicor has never provided any 

basis for straying from those definitions, which have already been considered and 

approved by the Commission.  Staff IB at 14-22.  Indeed, the changes Staff proposed to 

the formulas contained in the tariffs simplify the uncollectible process associated with 

PORCB in a manner similar to that of the recovery of uncollectibles in the electric 

utilities tariffs. Id. at 21. 

B. Reply to CUB-AG 

Staff agrees with many aspects of the CUB-AG IB.  Staff, however, disagrees 

with any CUB-AG implication of conclusion that the Commission lacks authority to 

approve Rider 17.  See CUB-AG IB at 1-8.  Staff does, however, agree with the CUB-

AG ultimate conclusion that Nicor’s expenditures must be prudently incurred for the 

Commission to approve this tariff as just and reasonable.   
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Staff also has an overall issue with CUB-AG in that while they propose a number 

of modifications in the Conclusions and Recommendations section of the IB filed on 

May 17, 2013, CUB-AG have never provided language revisions for the tariff proposed 

by Nicor and revised by Staff to incorporate the suggested changes into the tariff 

language.  While Staff may not take issue in theory with the suggested changes, the 

mechanics of those changes have not been fully explained.  As the saying goes, “the 

proof of the pudding is in the eating” and this is particularly true when it comes to 

providing specific language.  Therefore, Staff cannot support the modifications as 

presented in CUB-AG Initial Brief.   CUB-AG IB at 28-29. 

III. CONCLUSION 
 

WHEREFORE, the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission respectfully 

requests that its recommendations be adopted in their entirety consistent with the 

arguments set forth herein. 

        Respectfully submitted, 

        ______________________ 

KIMBERLY J. SWAN 
        MICHAEL J. LANNON 
        Illinois Commerce Commission 
        Office of General Counsel 
        160 N. LaSalle St., Suite C-800 
        Chicago, Illinois 60601 
        T: (312) 793-2877 
        F: (312) 793-1556 
         
        Counsel for the Staff of the  
May 24, 2013      Illinois Commerce Commission 
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